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Hollywood’s love affair with the Emirates
Jennifer Bell

Abu Dhabi

E 

ven the most hardened 
moviegoer will probably 
admit to getting a visceral 
thrill when their home 
city makes an appearance 

in a film. For UAE residents, that is 
becoming an increasingly regular 
occurrence.

From Tom Cruise trying to out-
pace a sandstorm and scaling 
Dubai’s Burj Khalifa in Mission: 
Impossible — Ghost Protocol, to 
Etihad Towers in Abu Dhabi being 
the scene of watch-through-your-
fingers airborne car stunts in Furi-
ous 7 and with cinematic hits such 
as Star Trek Beyond, Star Wars: The 
Force Awakens, Race, Syriana and 
Wall Street: Money Never Sleeps 
containing key scenes captured in 
the United Arab Emirates, the Gulf 
state is becoming a favoured desti-
nation for film crews.

Michael Garin, chief executive of-
ficer of Image Nation Abu Dhabi, 
one of the Arab world’s leading me-
dia and entertainment companies, 
said beyond exposure and enjoy-
ment the movie industry exposure 
brings economic benefits and cre-
ates long-term aspirational oppor-
tunities for the UAE.

“The effect of having these pro-
ductions film in the region not only 
boosts the industry here, but has a 
knock-on effect for local creators 
and local talent,” he said. “A num-
ber of our Emirati employees were 
lucky enough to work on the set of 
Star Wars and Brad Pitt’s upcoming 
movie War Machine.

“They provide fantastic training 
opportunities with local film-mak-

ers able to intern on world-class 
productions, allowing them to 
hone their skills to then use when 
working on their own produc-
tions.”

This, said Garin, aligns with and 
supports Image Nation Abu Dhabi’s 
goal of building “a sustainable Emi-
rati film industry with longevity”.

“Investing in future generations 
is critical to this,” he said. “We cre-
ated the Arab Film Studio (AFS) 
programme five years ago, which 
offers amateur film-makers world 
class training to kick-start a career 
in filmmaking.

“Its programmes cater to narra-
tive and documentary film-mak-
ers, scriptwriters, as well as spe-
cially designed programmes for 
high school students in the region.

“We have already seen past AFS 
students screen their films and win 
awards at some of the top film fes-
tivals around the world.

“This is not just great for the 
student but incredible for Emirati 
cinema to be shown on the world 
stage. Our Arab Film Studio pro-
grammes offer some of the best 
training in the region and it is 
something we are very proud of.”

While Dubai’s world-famous 
skyline and landmarks partially 
explain the emirate’s allure for 
movie-makers and TV production 
teams, Jamal al-Sharif, chairman 
of the Dubai Film and TV Commis-
sion (DFTC) said it is about more 
than face value. Dubai has, he told 
Emirates 24/7 in a January 2014 in-
terview, made itself an attractive 
business proposition for the screen 
world and the DFTC was created 
to assist and facilitate production 
companies and film-makers inter-
ested in shooting in Dubai.

“Dubai offers a deep talent pool, 
state-of-the-art production fa-

cilities, a smooth permit process 
and customised soft incentives 
for those choosing to shoot in the 
Emirate,” he explained.

As a one-stop shop for produc-
ers, DFTC works to streamline the 
film and TV production processes 
and helps to find the most cost-ef-
fective way of producing projects.

In return, the UAE gets the sort 
of exposure that defies price tags. 
Furious 7 — the latest entry in the 
Fast and Furious franchise — is the 
fifth-highest grossing film of all 
time and those who watched it saw 
about half an hour of the action un-
fold in and around Abu Dhabi.

Now Voltron Entertainment — 

of which one of Furious 7’s stars, 
Tyrese Gibson, is chairman and 
chief executive — is reportedly 
looking to build a $700 million film 
studio capable of filming block-
busters entirely in Abu Dhabi, 
with studio construction company 
Pacifica Ventures and Legendary 
Pictures co-founder Scott Mednick 
as partners. “We’ll be able to co-
fund and become co-producers of 
these movies and put Abu Dhabi 
on the map in a very different way,” 
Gibson told Abu Dhabi TV.

“I want to build a studio on the 
level of Universal Studios where 
there’s tourism, residential hotels 
and we’re shooting the biggest 

movies in the world in Abu Dhabi.”
Sharif said the film and TV indus-

try has a “vital role in sustaining 
Dubai’s position as a premier global 
tourist destination”.

“As Dubai continues to attract 
more productions and projects, we 
expect to see an increasing number 
of tourists travelling to the Emirate 
for ‘film-induced tourism’ — when 
film enthusiasts travel to visit the 
landscapes, locations and sets that 
they see on screen,” he said in the 
Emirates 24/7 interview.

Jennifer Bell is an Arab Weekly 
contributor based in the United 
Arab Emirates.
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She Who Tells a Story
Mary Sebold

Washington

T 

o an Arabic speaker, raw-
iya is the feminine form 
of “storyteller”. To an 
American, “she who tells 
a story” conveys intrigue 

and rebellion.
To visitors to the National Muse-

um of Women in the Arts in Wash-
ington, the literal English trans-
lation is the title of a compelling 
photography exhibit. Through 84 
images, 12 Arab and Iranian women 
deconstruct orientalism, construct 
identities, and document contem-
porary life in the show She Who 
Tells a Story: Women Photographers 
from Iran and the Arab World.

The photographs are clustered 
by theme and artist on deep grey, 
rose pink and stark white walls. 
Despite the sometimes-difficult re-
alities they capture, they rivet the 
viewer and conjure empathy, if not 
warmth.

“The photographs in the exhi-
bition are strong and visitors are 
drawn to the aesthetics,” said Chief 
Curator Kathryn Wat, “but when 
they learn about the experiences 
and ideas behind the works, they 
often remark that the exhibition 
breaks down their preconceptions 
or teaches them something new. 
I’ve heard the phrase ‘I didn’t know 
that’ spoken so many times in the 
galleries.”

The first Arab artist in the show 
is Lalla Assia Essaydi, a native of 
Marrakech and a resident of New 
York. In Bullets Revisited #3 (2012), 
she tackles Western stereotypes of 
Arab women and addresses male-
on-female violence. A woman is 
flat on her back, split across photos 

in a triptych. She faces the viewer 
knowingly; her long hair flows fron-
tally; she clasps her hands and ban-
gles on a metallic belt.

Look closely, and she no longer 
resembles an odalisque in a 19th-
century orientalist painting. Her 
skin is covered in hennaed calligra-
phy. Her jewels are ligatures. They 
and the patterns that decorate her 
bed and fill the background are 
made of silver and gold bullet cas-

ings. Her lips and eyes, alone, re-
main uncovered to tell her story 
defiantly.

Even more direct and challeng-
ing is the gaze of a young woman 
wearing an American flag as a hijab 
in Boushra Almutawakel’s Untitled, 
2001, which she made in the after-
math of 9/11.

“Can you be a loyal Muslim and 
a loyal American or do you have to 
be one or the other?” she said in the 

audio guide for the exhibit. “That’s 
to be answered by whoever’s per-
ceiving the work. There were many 
Americans who were offended that 
I had covered her with the Ameri-
can flag, just as there were many 
Muslims who were offended that 
she was veiled with an American 
flag. No one seems to be happy with 
it, which is maybe a good thing.”

Almutawakel, who was born in 
Yemen and studied in the United 
States, explores veiling generally 
in Mother, Daughter, Doll (2010). 
Nine photos show her seated with 
her oldest daughter and her daugh-
ter’s doll. Their clothing changes 
from vibrant to black by the fourth 
photograph. Their smiles fade. By 
the sixth shot, they wear the niqab. 
By the seventh, gloves encase their 
hands. In the last frame, there is 
nothing but black. A billow of cloth 
ripples towards the right, as if they 
have been “disappeared” from the 
chair.

“When I was a child in school, we 
went camping in the coastal plains 
[of Yemen] and there I remember 
the women wearing very colourful, 
beautiful clothing,” Almutawakel 
said in the audio commentary. 
“Twenty-five years later, I went 
to the same city, the same area 
and was shocked to find everyone 
dressed in black. It seemed to anni-
hilate the distinctiveness and make 
everyone one and the same, to be a 
control of some kind.”

Palestinian Rula Halawani, a for-
mer photojournalist and founder 
of the photography programme at 
Birzeit University, documents re-
pression on the national level in the 
series Negative Incursions. During 
and after Israel’s Operation Defen-
sive Shield of 2002, Halawani took 
pictures of grief-stricken survivors 
and destroyed homes in Ramallah 

and Jenin. A poster of Yasser Arafat 
looms lifelike in the corner of one.

Halawani enlarged and printed 
the negatives without reversing the 
values.

“As negatives, they express the 
negation of [the Palestinian] real-
ity that the invasion represented. 
Their darkness allows the specta-
tor to feel the darkness of the days 
I witnessed during the incursion,” 
she said in the audio commentary.

By digitally combining photo-
graphs of Egyptian soldiers with 
postcards of alpine and tropical 
scenes, Nermine Hammam em-
phasises the vulnerability of young 
men who policed Cairo’s Tahrir 
Square in 2011.

In another series, she places 
scenes of police brutality atop Japa-
nese screens of blooms and birds. 
The discordance of the foregrounds 
and backgrounds is disturbing, 
cinematic and hauntingly effec-
tive. The viewer wants Hammam’s 
subjects to remain in their safe and 
tranquil settings, to confess their 
fear or deeds.

Wat said: “Visitors who have 
roots in the Middle East region em-
phasise to me that the issues the 
artists explore are complex and 
that there are many viewpoints and 
that’s really the point of the show. 
The artists tell a particular story but 
there are many more to be heard.”

Mary Sebold is a 
Washington-based contributor to 
The Arab Weekly.

Boushra Almutawakel, Untitled, from the series The Hijab, 2001. 
Courtesy of the artist and the Howard Greenberg Gallery.
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